Subject: Primara certification requirements

Applicant requesting a Certificate can be:
- Manufacturer
- Local representative of a foreign manufacturer
- Commercial agent (importer)

The following documents should be submitted:
- Primara Application Form (available after placing the order)
- CB Test Certificate
- CB Test Report
- One sample of the product
- Detailed documentation (manual, schematics, list of critical components
- Factory Inspection report (if available)

Process for national recognition of a CBTC:
- We request a product sample when a CB Test Certificate is presented for national recognition.
- Primara is prepared to recognize annexes to the CB Test Certificate and test reports covering national differences.
- Applications for the CB-Scheme are dealt with priority.
- Initial factory inspection and follow-up are required if the applicant wishes to acquire and maintain the validity of a Primara GS certificate. In case of doubt, samples for further re-testing may be required. Costs for testing such samples may be charged if deviations are found.
- Certification is valid for those years for which the product is under follow up surveillance and for which the applicant pays the annual fees (price list is available on request)
- Appeal in writing against the decisions of the NCB shall be directed to the Certification Department.
- Written information on our procedures and rules is available on request.

Example of marks that can be provided by Primara:
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